
I.H.  v  Arravale Rovers 

Hurling Clean Ireland Recycling County Intermediate Championship Quarter-Final 
    

Injury time surge sees Newport edge entertaining clash  
Report by James Hayden in Dundrum 

  
     An injury time surge ensured Newport edged out a tough Arravale Rovers side in what proved an entertaining 
County Intermediate hurling quarterfinal on Saturday afternoon.    Newport had played second fiddle for the majority of 
the game but through sheer will and determination they pegged back a dogged Arravale side. Trailing by three points 
with four minutes to go Newport hit three without reply to draw level right on 60 minutes.   
   However, it was the West champions who were presented with successive chances to snatch an unlikely victory but 
the normally accurate Paddy Dalton saw his late close-range free tail left and wide of the railway end goals. With extra 
time looming large Newport surged back upfield only for referee, John Butler to award a deserved free close to the 
sideline. Up stepped ace freetaker, Eoin Shinners and he made no mistake to fire Newport back in front. 
  
The drama didn’t end there however as deep in injury time Arravale went on the attack straight from the puckout with 
Brian Lowry tearing through the Newport defence. His effort was thwarted initially as newly married Newport keeper’ 
Mike Flannery left his line to clear. The sliotar was quickly flashed back across goal though and with the net gaping 
neither Darragh Crowe or Brian Lowry could guide the sliotar home from five yards. Crowe went to pull first time but 
the sliotar skidded off his hurl before Lowry tried to scoop it home but again   the sliotar proved too elusive as the 
Newport faithful heaved the heaviest sighs of relief.    Arravale, who disappointingly didn’t adhere to match programme 
numbers, will feel they really left this game behind them after recovering from an initially shaky start to dominate for 
lengthy periods of the game.    With little or no breeze to contend with, Newport were quickly out of the blocks and led 
by 0-3 to 0-1 after just five minutes with Conor O’Mahony, Padraig Hogan and Eoin Shinners (free) all on target. 
Keeper’ Mike Flannery, who had exchanged nuptials only 24 hours previous and travelled back from Wexford for the 
game, was called into action early on also to deny Arravale’s Michael O’Dwyer from close-range. Freetaker, Paddy 
Dalton, who was impressive throughout, converted the resulting 65’ before adding a well-struck free minutes later. 
Eoin Shinners replied in kind for Newport before another Dalton free brought Newport to within one.      Newport’s 
attack were causing early problems for the Rovers and it came as no surprise when Conor O’Mahony netted in the 
eleventh minute following a perfect delivery from Vincent Moloney. Arravale kept in touch though with two Paddy 
Dalton frees sandwiching a well-taken Conor Floyd point for Ger Bradley’s side.    Newport maintained their advantage 
with Eoin Shinners firing them four clear in the 18th minute but then the Rovers began to find their rhythm. Following a 
number of defensive   switches the west champions began to click with three unanswered points, two Dalton frees and 
a fine strike from wing-forward, Michael O’Dwyer. Newport retaliated with Padraig Hogan and Eoin Shinners (free) 
both on target but the West champions again hit back with Michael O’Dwyer and Robbie Kiely both raising white flags. 
Arravale concluded the half with a well-struck Brian Lowry point ensuring they went to the dressing room all square, 0-
11 to 1-8.    Although both sides employed the tactic of an extra man in defence for the duration of the game the 
second half saw the game open up somewhat. Again Mike Flannery was called into action early on to deny Roger 
O’Connor before three unanswered points from Conor O’Mahony, Conor Floyd and Eoin Shinners (free) handed 
Newport the advantage once more. The West champions battled back again though with points from Michael O’Dwyer 
and Paddy Dalton, including a sublimely struck sideline   cut from Dalton bringing them back on terms in the 49th 
minute. Arravale continued to dominate the exchanges as Newport struggled to regain a   foothold and quickly surged 
three clear with Dalton, O’Dwyer and Brian Lowry all raising a white flag.    Although the game appeared to be slipping 
from Newport’s grasp they battled back with three-quick fire points right on the cusp of full time. Eoin Shinners (2) and 
Richard Shinners were both on target before Paddy Dalton was presented with a scorable free to regain the initiative. 
His effort failed to bisect the uprights though. Newport swept back upfield 
and when Eoin Shinners was presented with the opportunity to edge 
Newport in front from a placed ball he displayed nerves of steel to arrow 
the sliotar straight between the uprights.    With seconds remaining and 
referee, John Butler about to call a halt to proceedings, the West 
champions were presented with the most glorious of golden goal chances 
to snatch victory right at the death. It wasn’t to be though and Newport 
prevailed to book a deserved yet hard-earned semi-final spot.    
 
   
Newport’s Odhran Floyd burst through the challenge of Arravale Rovers Michael O’Dwyer  
  
   



 
  Newport’s Padraig Hogan battles against Arravale Rovers Stephen 
Spillane  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
   
 

  


